Michael gets results.
You’re reading th is because
you’re searching for something. Or someone...
someone so unique and so capable of
taking someone’s potential and showing
them how to be the person they’ve
always wanted to be...and to get
where they’ve always wanted to go.
Someone who can transform each and
every person in your audience to
live life at a higher level. To transform.

Your search is over.
For the last ten years, Michael Bernoff has been transforming the lives of
thousands of people...igniting a momentum inside them that lasts a life time.

I can already feel that my life has shifted.
- Fawn P, Colorado
I have never felt so inspired, so motivated... and
had it last! I’ve been taking action ever since...
- Stanley J, Pennsylvania
I took lots of notes, but more importantly,
I am putting some of it into action already.
- Julie, Arizona

www.michaelbernoff.com

866.241.5111

What people are saying...
My name is Ted Silverberg, My resume includes Student of life,
President of the MLMIA and President and owner of BIOMETICS Intl Inc.
My Passion and purpose in life is to facilitate people to experience
Happier, Healthier, more fulfilling lives. Several years
ago Michael Bernoff and I met at a Personal
growth function for a group of Biometics people.
Michaels ability to connect with, inspire and
motivate people to perform at their best is
incredible! I have enjoyed the hundreds
of "motivational speakers" I have met
and worked with in my life. Quite
honestly NONE were more effective than
Michael Bernoff. I don't hesitate
to share with you, that if you
want to see MASSIVE
improvement in personal
growth and success,
put people in front
of Michael.
I know I will for
years to come.

Ted Silverberg
Biometics Intl Inc
I want to take time to thank you for helping to push me toward completing the goal of writing my first
book. It has now been published and the press release goes out today! In appreciation I am sending
copies of my book to both of you, so be on the look out. When I participated in your tele-seminars on the
phone and in person (Core Strength Experience Phoenix, 4/2010) your radical training styles forced me
to take a look at myself and begin to focus on what I really wanted to do.
Thanks, again.

Janet Givens, Author
"I started on the path of personal development with Michael Bernoff about 3 years ago. I am a totally
different person. My confidence has increased as a physician, speaker, presenter and networker.
I have learned and implemented effective ways to better communicate with my patients, family members, my husband and to enhance business relationships. It truly has transformed my life on so many
levels. On a business level, I was scared to open my own practice and was standing in my own way. I
realized after a call with Michael, that when I stepped out of my confort zone, I would be one step closer
to what I truly desired in my life. Since then, I have opened my own medical practice and just celebrated
my one year anniversary at my new location. My income has doubled in the last 2 months and I am
looking to double it again very shortly. It all came down to making a decision to better myself. I am
consistently more consistent in pushing myself to grow and teach it to my patients and my own children.
It is an amazing investment that I will cherish forever. It was the best gift I gave myself and everyone I
come in contact with benefits."

Dr. Christina Kovalik NMD, LAc
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